
Style Sheet 
 

Body text, table text:  Cambria 11pt font 
Section headings:  Cambria 14pt font (Heading 2 in Styles menu) 
Title:  Cambria 24pt font (Title in Styles menu) 
 
Health effects are presented in bulleted lists. 

 Use separate columns for smoking vs. chewing tobacco (multi-column, bulleted list) 

 Use separate columns for health risks of alcohol use vs. safety risks of alcohol use (multi-

column, bulleted list) 

In the lists: 

 List cancer(s) first 

 Heart and lung problems second 

 Follow with other various health problems in order of decreasing severity, if possible 

 Place health risks specific to pregnancy in a separate list 

 Use a separate list for risks to others (such as secondhand smoke) 

 Use bullet points even if there is only one item on the list in order to make the separate lists 

look unified 

 List headings are in bold text 

Offenses and penalties are presented in gridded tables.   

 Tables are organized by offense types (i.e. minors, motor vehicles)   

o Offenses related to minors are always listed first  

o Keep all offense types together on the same page whenever possible 

o Types of offenses are placed in table headings.  Formatting is as follows:  

 Bold white text on black fill 

 Cells are merged 

 Text is left justified 

 In the title heading, only the first letter of the first word is capitalized (with 

the exception of proper nouns).   

 Title heading is followed by a colon 

o Each table heading is followed by column headings for offense and penalties.  

Formatting is as follows:  

 Bold black text on light gray fill 

 Text is left justified 

 “Offense” and “Penalty” are capitalized 

 No punctuation 

o Offenses are shown in the left column, associated penalties in the right column. 

 Offenses may or may not be described in complete sentences, but should 

always end with a period. 

 Penalties should follow this format as applicable:  



 “One year imprisonment and/or $2,500 fine; Class C misdemeanor.” 

(Prison term, fine, charge.) 

 For multiple (more than two) penalties associated with a single 

offense, use bulleted lists in the same order as above (unless the 

original document used a numbered list). 

 Use a period to end each table entry or bulleted list entry in the 

penalties column, even though these may not be complete sentences. 

o A note section ends a table when applicable.  This section contains information that 

may not fit elsewhere in the table.  Formatting is as follows: 

 Bold black text on medium gray fill 

 Merged cells 

 “Note” is capitalized and followed by a colon 

 Notes are written in complete sentences and end with a period. 

Throughout the document: 

 Numbers beginning a sentence are spelled out 

 A short introductory paragraph is placed before each table and/or list 

 State that “all penalties listed are the maximum unless otherwise noted” in the introductory 

paragraph before the table detailing offenses and penalties. 

 

 


